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Study Abroad Office
Finance, Operations, Comms & Credit Transfer

- **Finance**
  - Vacant
    - Audit Controller
      - Accounting Tech-JRN
      - SHRA 20027865
  - Morgan Douglas
    - Accountant
      - Acct Tech-JRN
      - SHRA 00035609

- **Operations**
  - Sharon Bardachino
    - Department Administrator
      - Business Serv. Coord-JRN
      - SHRA 00057088
  - Undergrad Students (2-3)
    - Work Study Students
      - Work Study-TMP
      - SHRA 20023810
  - Vacant
    - Peer Advisors (2-4)
      - Work Study Students
        - Work Study-TMP
        - (Work Study-TMP) or
        - (SHRA Student-TMP)

- **Communication**
  - Mallory Minnehan
    - Communications & Marketing Manager
      - Public Comm. Spec.-ADV
      - SHRA 20029269
  - Vacant
    - Marketing Assistant
      - SHRA 20023810

- **Credit Transfer**
  - Jade Ruddy
    - Enrollment & Credit Specialist
      - University Prog Spec-JRN
      - SHRA 20014090
  - Lindsay Anderegg
    - Terra Dotta & Credit Transfer Specialist
      - Admin Support Spec-ADV
      - SHRA 20025813
  - Vacant (proposed)
    - Terra Dotta & Credit Transfer Specialist
      - Admin Support Spec-ADV
      - SHRA 20025813

- **Vacant**
  - Audit Controller
    - Accounting Tech-JRN
    - SHRA 20027865

- **Vacant**
  - Peer Advisors (2-4)
    - Work Study Students
      - Work Study-TMP
      - (SHRA Student-TMP)

- **Vacant**
  - Marketing Assistant
    - (SHRA Student-TMP)
    - SHRA 20023810

- **Vacant (proposed)**
  - Terra Dotta & Credit Transfer Specialist
    - Admin Support Spec-ADV
    - SHRA 20025813